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Methane (CH₄) is a colorless, 
odorless, flammable gas.

It forms when organic material 
decays in sealed spaces (e.g., shale 
formations, landfills, cow stomachs).

Methane accounts for nearly
one-third of Earth’s warming to date.



The Methane Opportunity
1. Cutting carbon emissions alone is not enough to 

avoid catastrophic climate “tipping points.”
2. Methane is far more potent than carbon dioxide, but 

it decaysquickly in the atmosphere.
3. This means that cutting methane emissions can 

quickly reduce the pace of Earth’s warming, 
alongsidedecarbonization.

84x
stronger than CO2



Methane in 
California

1.5 Million Tons/year
x 84=

126 Million tons CO2e

Total CA GHG Emissions for 2022:
386 million tons CO2e
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Human-Driven Methane Sources

Source: InternationalEnergy Agency



Methane Policies California & Federal



SB605 (2006)

Required CARB to develop a strategy for 
methane and other super-pollutants



SB1383 (2016)

Aims for a reduction in statewide methane emissions of 
40 percent by 2030, compared to 2013

For landfills, requires a 75% cut in organic waste by 2025

For livestock, provides grants for improved manure 
practices; includes incentives for the capture of manure 
methane through the Low Carbon Fuel Standard



Scoping Plans (Latest in 2022)

CARB blueprint for climate mitigation, including 
methane strategies for livestock, landfills, and energy



InflationReduction Act (2022)

Federal law that funds methane research and monitoring

Taxes methane from high-emitting oil and gas facilities, 
making methane the first GHG to be federally taxed



Finding Methane
(not so easy)

There’s often more 
than we thought.





Source: CaliforniaAir Resources Board



Different Sectors, 
Different Issues

Oil & Gas (every piece can leak)

Coal (coal bed covers, other strategies)

Agriculture (rice, livestock)

Waste (landfills, diversion, covers)
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